MANIFESTO

I Kirtesh Ajay Gadiya (160040009) is contesting for the post of Maintenance Secretary, if elected propose to do following things:-

INITIATIVES

1) Installation of taps on ground connected from bore well which is behind mess which can be used especially for watering grounds
2) Repairing of flood lights on grounds

FOLLOW UPS

1) Beautification of garden for better environment.
2) Installation of wooden racks in the narrow area beside the cupboard in every room.
3) Installation of dustbins depending on number of rooms in each wing.
4) Building of multi-purpose hall above lounge.

GENERAL DUTIES

1) Will ensure proper disposal of unattended cycles in cycle stand.
2) Will ensure that all the rooms, corridors and washrooms are cleaned in proper time by frequent checks.
3) Will ensure proper maintenance of water coolers, aqua guards, geysers and Washing Machines.
4) Will ensure good aesthetics of common areas.
5) Will try to ensure proper maintenance of Frisbee, Cricket, Football, Basketball and Volleyball fields.
6) Will ensure proper check-up of trees.

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER

1) Will co-operate with my fellow secretaries and Councillors to give better services to the hostel.
2) Will assist my fellow members in conducting Hostel fest, PAF and other hostel activities.

CREDENTIALS

1) Class Representative(S1), Civil Engineering Department
2) Coordinator, Lecture Series, Techfest 2017
3) Organizer, Lecture Series, Techfest 2016